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In th« yean following the Great Depression, black writers
redirected their alms) and the forties was a period of vast produc¬
tivity for black writers, particularly black fiction writers* Foremost
In this area Is Richard Wright whose Native Son (1940) served as a
catalyst In the output of protest literature* The alienation of the
American black man, the terror and violence showered upon him merely
because of his presence In this society, and the problems he encountered
In his struggle for existence were end>edded In the minds of black writers}
and Wright flashed the go-signal for literature which painted all the
ugly pictures of the black experience In America* He anticipated such
works as Curtis Lucas' Third Ward Newark (1946) and Chester Himes' two
psychological novels If He Hollers Let Him Go (1945) and Lonely Crusade
(1947)*
A writer's productions reveal much about the society of which he Is
a product* Therefore, a study of the major black fiction of the forties
will reveal the presence of attitudes and numerous events and movements
which touched (frustrating, torturing, and shrouding) the lives of
American black men* The decades of the thirties and the forties had seen
the efforts of the Communist Party to "sympathize" with "the Negro and
his problem." The writers of this period ware products of the Great
Depression of the I930's and knew, for the most part, the pangs of hunger
•s well as the agony of oppression* And there was another war tdifch
changed the destiny of many Americans*
The writers of the Wr1ght>H1mes era assumed a role as critics of
America and of most of her social Institutions* Their novels reflect
Intense social awareness—they saw conditions existing In the American
society which were conditions that America theoretically abhorred but.
In practice, nurtured* For the most part these writers dealt with the
problems confronting the black man as he struggled for survival In
America (occasionally there were those writers who attempted to tfrite
"raceless" novels and those Mho attempted to deal with "universal"
phenomena)* The majority of the black writers of this period were more
Interested In presenting realistic pictures of black America—Its
virtues and Its limitations* Their literature was an appeal to America
to see Itself and to effect changes that were Inherent In the democratic
process* They related the Infinite number of factors which operated
against the black man—the courts, the education systems, housing regu¬
lations, and employment practices, to name a few—and the numerous
problems resulting from wrongs that existed as a result of America's
exclusion of the black man*
In this study I examined the themes presented In the early novels
of Chester Himes, their relationship to the events of their time, and
Himes' artistic craftsmanship. X have tried to Isolate and clarify
those qualities of his writing tdilch merit consideration and which will
add a new perspective to the Mhole body of literature* These novels are
representative of the thrust of black fiction of the period* Himes'
later works, such as the Harlem detective stories, represent different
Interests altogether*
As forsstated* an author's craativa fmaglnatfon Is shapad by tha
soefaty of which ha Is a part. That Is tha raason for my davotfng a
portion of this papar to biographical matarlals. Drawing largaly upon
materials from The Third Generation. X have triad to raconstruct thosa
factors In Mimas' Ufa which led him to develop tha attitudes toward
American society that ha axprassas In his literature.
following tha biographical section Is an extended examination of
tha conf11ets*-rac1a1* psychological. atc.**dep1ctad In Mimas' novels.
X have triad to articulate tha protest themes, to examine and define
tha nature of the protest, and to discuss, whenever presented, the
solutions Mimes offers for the resolution of conflicts growing out of
American society. Also Included Is an evaluation of Mimes as a novelist
and a chronology of his works.
V
CHESTER HIMESt A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Chester Bomar Himes was born on July 29* 1909 In Jefferson C1ty«
Missouri. His father was a school teacher and Himes' boyhood was spent
In Cleveland. Ohio* In Mississippi* and In Pine Bluff. Arkansas—during
which times his father was employed at small Negro colleges. By 1926
the Himes family had returned to Cleveland and there Chester was gradu¬
ated from high school.
In an autobiographical novel* The Third Generation. Himes traces
the disintegration of a Negro family—torn apart because of personal
attitudes* social tension* and 111-gulded values. Himes relates the
formulative events of the life of young Charles Taylor who. because of
an overwhelming sense of guilt and failure, embarks upon a long Journey
of self-destruction. His life has been darkened by an accident In which
his brother loses his eyesight, and Charles Is never able to release
himself of his feeling of blame. This Is patently autobiographical.
After two years at Ohio State University, where he was enrolled
In a premedical course. Chester lost Interest In his studies and left
without taking a degree. He worked at various Jobs—bartender* bellhop,
waiter—until 1938. when he became associated with the Ohio Writers'
Project and wrote a history of Cleveland for the Writers' Project of
America (WPA) Guide Series. From 1941 to 1944 he worked In several
shipyards and war Industries In Los Angeles and San Francisco. It was
during this time that he became Involved with the Communist Party.
According to his own account, Langston Hughes had given him nones of
people whom he should contact upon reaching Los Angeles* Most of these
people were connected with the Communist Party* He declared that the
material for writing Lonely Crusade comes from his experiences In Los
Angeles and San Francisco*^
Himes' writing career really began tdille he was serving a sentence
In an Ohio penitentiary for robbery* He had been reading the stories
of Oashlell Haramet and decided to try his skill at story writing* His
first published story, a tale of prison life, appeared In Esquire In
1934* He wrote various short stories until 1944 when he received a
Rosenwald Fellowship which enabled him to con^>1ete his first novel.
If He Hollers Let Him Go, When published In 1945* the book was very
well received* His later works Include Lonely Crusade (1947)# Cast the
First Stone (1953)# several other novels# short stories# a play# and
detective stor1es««1nd1cat1ons of his versatility*
By 1953 Himes had become disenchanted with America and disgusted
because his works would not sell; he therefore left for Europe* While
In France# following a publisher's suggestion# he tried a new writing
style and appealed to a new audience* This marked the beginning of his
career as a writer of detective stories* La Relne des Pommes (published
In the United States as For Love of Imabelle) was the first of the Grave
Digger Jones and Coffin Ed series* The story became a best seller In
France and was named Detective Novel of the Year*
Despite the variety of his publications# Himes does not enjoy a
^Chester Himes# "My Man Himes#" Amistad 1. ed* bv John A* Williams
and Charles F* Harris (New York! Vintage Books# 1970)# p* 46*
secure position among the "great" American writers. Some critics main¬
tain that his later works are purely commercial and represent no sig¬
nificant literary achievement* These later works have often been praised
by Jams Baldwin, but have not as yet received a wide readership.
Himes now makes his home In Spain where he still writes and has
now completed and published an autobiography. The (Quality of Hurt (1972).
CHAPTER I
PROTEST I A THEMATIC ANALYSIS
Wh11« certain critics nalntain that Himes' early workst like siuch
of the writing of black authors tAo were writing during the 1940'st
merely represent additional productions in the area of social protest
Hterature* there is an obvious difference in Himes' attitude as opposed
to that of some other black writers* The term "protest" implies the
possibility of a better condition, but Himes' novels do not support
this idea* He is pessimistic* His works reveal a total disgust with
America-*a society in which hope (for the black man) is absurd and
systematized racism is always the victor* His protagonists are
invariably defeated* All of their resistance and "protest" is sui¬
cidal*
What then is tha major thrust of Himes' fiction? The underlying
message in each novel discussed here (except, perhaps. Cast the First
Stone which treats of a single segment of American life—the penal
institetions) concerns the d^umanizing and tragic effects of racism*
Himes portrays life and problems from the educated black min's point of
view and shows that racism is even more devastating to a member of the
black middle-class than to a black who is not so keenly aware of his
racial heritage* Himes' themes are broad and varied* He explores the
black man-black woman relationship, the black man-white traman relation¬
ship, the Conmunists' exploitation of blacks, and dialectical materialism*
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These ere his mejor consideretlons but by no meens hts only Interests*
He touches every facet of American life with a rather critical eye*
Including the b1ack*Jew relationship and the shaping of the "black
personality*"
Since It would be absurd to try to put the theme»or the 'Waning"
••of each of Himes' five novels In a few abstract terms* this paper will
discuss only the major themes and a conmonallty that exists among the
sforks* Central In Himes' philosophy Is the concept that America Is
diseased because of the history that created ^••Implying that In order
to understand the American black or white you must first understand the
generations and conditions preceding him* Xn The Third Generation Himes
does not show that direct bigotry Is the cause of the downfall of the
Taylor family* They appear to be defeated by their own Incapacities*
%«eaknesses* blindness* and obsessions* But underneath all this* he
shows that the psychic drives and attitudes that have been created by
their history force them Into destructive channels* Lillian Taylor
believes that her lighter•skinned son Is superior to his darker brothers
(and* therefore* that white Is superior to black) because she was con*
ditloned by past generations* The Idea Is not her rationalization but
Is Inherent In her personality* Observe the following comment about
her I
It was one of Mrs* Taylor's deepest regrets t^at none
of her sons had Inherited her own soft straight hair* which*
to the same degree as her straight nose and fair complexion*
was Indicative of her white blood* She had been reared In
the tradition that Negroes with straight hair and light
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compiftxtons were superior to Negroes with klr^y heir* This
conviction wes supported by the feet that 11ght*cainp1ex1oned
skin and straight hair did give Negroes a certain prestige
within their race*'
Al^ough Kr1ss» ^e Mhite mistress of Jesse In The Primitive* Is
not an outright racist, she resorts to certain learned racist tactics
to con^iensate for her Inadequacies* She sees herself as having failed
as a woman and takes advantage of Jesse's racial fears to exact her
revenge on men—on whom she places the blame for her psychological
undoing* Her past teachings tell her that the only way ^e can be
happy Is to marry a respectable, white middle class man and live a
normal bourgeois life* On the other hand. It Is more clearly evident
In Jesse that his situation has been Imposed upon him by the American
racist system* His bitterness stems from the racial humiliation he has
suffered all his life* His sensibilities have been stretched to the
breaking point, and It Is because he feels that his Individual humanity
Is never and can never be recognized that he finds his own existence
unbearable* He feels that he needs a white woman because of the aura
with which the black man supposedly views the white woman* Not only
this, but Jesse's act of violence (the killing of Kriss) can be seen as
an affirmation of Himes' belief In the 111ness-beyond>redeRq}t1on of
America* Xn murdering Kriss, Jesse strikes back at the primitivism of
"civilized" whites who deny him his dignity* His "primitive" act of
^Chester Himes, The Third Generation (Clevelandt The World Pti>»
llshing Company, 195^}, p« l4*
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violence mekes him civilized In their eyes. (It might be Indicated
here that this Is the same type of reasoning seen In Richard Wright's
Bigger Thomas*)
Bob Jones (If He Hollers Let Him Go) has deep castration fears
because of systematic racismi he Is psychologically emasculated* robbed
of his self-esteem* and constantly reminded of his "place'* In America*
Through Jones* one becomes aware of exploitation and discrimination In
war 1n;fcistr1es as they were directed toward the black man* When Jones
Is first hired by Atlas Corporation the effects of racism can be seen
In his actions* First of all* racism had dictated that he should be
suspicious of whites and he Is* consequently* a maladjusted worker
because he permits whites to "eat at his brain*" Secondly* and Ironi¬
cally* he feels the necessity to "prove himself" by being an excellent
worker* (He has never worked In an Integrated situation before)* Under
lying all this seems to be Himes' philosophy that In a different sort of
world Bob Jones (and other blacks like him) would be able to lead a
wholesome life* For Jones* racism has dictated blind revolt* Inner
conflict* and violent mental undoing* Jones' resolution Is significant
because It helps to clinch Himes' belief In the hopelessness of America*
Jones feels that for a black to accept the condition Imposed upon him by
a racist society Is a shameful surrender* It Is because of this belief
that he struggles and fights throughout the novel (which serves only to
Intensify his situation) and near the end reaches for the last straw-
conformity* He makes his truce* but the white world will not accept It*
^Edward Hargolles* Native Sons (Philadelphia and New Yorkt J* B*
Lippincott Company* 1968}* p* 90*
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He becomes Involved with e white women who unjustly accuses him of rape
and he Is nearly sent to jail. Contrary to what might be expected he
Is set "free*" provided he Is willing to "volunteer" for the Army, As
a result^ he loses both his girl and his dream of manhood*
Like Bob Jones and Jesse* Lee Gordon's (Lonely Crusade) condition
Is the result of his membership In the black race In America* American
racism has dictated that he be anti•everything* He Is ant1«b1ack* ant1«
white* ant1«Jew* His fears represent the ever present fear In the mind
of a black man In white America* His fear Is described!
And fear was the price he was paying now**.*The fear In
him was something that a dog could smell* He could do the
work* he told himself* That* In Itself* would be no prob-
tern* And he could get along tdth the white workers If they
would give him a chance* But his mind kept conjuring up
visions of rebuffs* humiliations* sneers* scorn* refection*
exclus1on«*a11 of the occupational hazards of a black face*
He could see the hostile faces of the white workers* their
hot* hating staresi he could feel their antagonisms hard as
a physical blow} hear their vile asides and abusive epithets
with a reality that cut like a knife*'
He has learned through experience!
***Negroes had been kicked around so much* had been told
so many lies* so often betrayed* he did not relish trying
to sell them on another Utopia* He did not like people
that much* anyway**ne1ther Negro people nor any other
people* He did not feel that much Involved In humanity or
In the struggle of humanity*^
As a child he had been led to believe In his own Inferiority!
He had learned nothing to make him proud of being a
Negro and everything to make him ashamed of It***(He came
to believe that something was lacking In Negroes that made
them less than other people*J





Hlnws point* out hit v1«w that tho Mhol* block roeo of Amorfeont It
tick at tho cor*»»t1ck at a rotult of conturlot of brutal opprottlon.
In hit analytot of tho black man-Mhlto wotNin ro1at1onth1p» Ninot
It at hit bott* Ho froquontly thowt hoM a black moIo Mho findt himtolf
unablo to tupport and protoet hit woiMn bocauto of aoelal and oconomlc
reatont will ofton turn for tolaco to tho whito woman. Loo Cordon hat
novor boon a good hutband to hit wlfo Ruth. For mott of tho tlmo
(during tho oarly part of thoir marriago) ho had boon out of work. For
thorn happinott waa only a fantatyi
And ofton whon thoy 4^0 and Ruth/ had had tho monoy to
buy food* thoy had choaon trino Inttoad. For with tho trino
thoy could Ho togolhor In tho warm* dark nightt and Imaglno
thlngt. Thi* wat tho bott* tho hl^ott thoy could roach In
that dark-tonod pattern of oxiatonco.'
Loo finally concludot that Ruth It bottor ablo to provide for her*
toff than ho. She torvot^at a romlndor of hit ahmm* and ho It pottottod
by tho fear that the hat lott confldonco In him. Ho thinka of thoir
brief happinott a* "gone* now* In tho pagot of America.'* Ho and Ruth
argue and ho foolt that only In tho dutt will ho find hit honor. At ho
growt further away from her* ho fool* that Jackie can give him tomething
Ruth or any other iraman could noti
She ^ackl^ could give him tho lllutlwt of manhood ovenwhile denying that ho pottottod It* for to her ho wat the
recipient of her grace. But Ruth could give him nothing
that to her ho did not have. $0 with Jackie ho had thoto
momenta that rightfully belonged to Ruth. It could have
boon wonderful tHth Ruth* for tho had all that Jackie
feigned. But ho could never bo for her what Jackie could
make of him for her own detlgn*.^
^Ibld.. p. 12.
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Lee and Jackie use sex as an anodyne«*he feels emasculated and she
has been expelled from the Communist Party. Jackie's subconscious feeling
of white superiority comes to the surface tdten she tells Lee that she
will not compete with his wife for his favors. She refuses to compete
not out of tender consideration for his family life* but because she
will not bend to "squabble with a Negro woman." Himes seems to be
touching upon the Idea that the white woman finds the black man eminently
desirable as the forbidden embodiment of her sexual yearnings.^ On the
other hand« the black man also seems to represent her guilt and shame
about these feelings. Jackie punishes herself (by subjecting herself to
ridicule because of her llason with Lee) and at the same time gratifies
herself physically. The black man might also be looked at as a symbol
of her defiance of the established social order. Not once does Jackie
relate to Lee on a woman-to-man basis} she does not recognize his human*
Ity, and she uses him as an object of wish fulfillment. For Lee« the
renewed manhood that he feels with Jackie Is* at Its best. Illusory. He
can only feel himself equal to her* he says« when he pities her. What
exists between them Is not love but race.
Jesse (The Primitive), who also cannot support his w1fe« gives her
up and turns to Krlss* a white pseudo*soph1st1cate. Jesse Is an
unsuccessful husband and novelist and Kriss Is a failure as a woman.
Instead of alleviating their problems, their relationship serves only
to make the problems more serious. Himes describes a week*end drinking
^Margolles, Native Songs, pp. 92-93t
^Ibld.. p. 92.
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party at Krlst* houta whara thay hava Invttad a nuinbar of thafr "Itbaral'*
frianda* both black and Mhita* Tha praaanea of thasa friandt axaearbataa
thair faalfnga of dafaat and fallura* and aach turns on tha othar tdth
fncraasad hatrad and vanooi. Jasaa apparantty kills Kriss %«hlla In a
stata of driadcan oblivion* and tha noval closes with Jassa calling tha
police to Inforn thaa of her death* Jesse's and Kriss' Imbalanced con*
ditlons are tha products of thair own peculiar backgrounds* Kriss'
numerous affairs with black and white man represent her attempt to
coopansata for tha terrifying hurt and loneliness she has fait all her
Ufa* Jesse's condition and attitudes have baan shaped by tha dagra*
datlon and oppression ha has suffered throughout his life* Symbolically*
tha title represents Jassa and It refers to tha role ha plays In tha
affair with Kriss* from tha traditional viewpoint* ha lives up to tha
Image of a primitive by murdering Kriss* but tha Irony Has In tha fact
that* far from being primitive* Jassa kills because ha Is ovarelvilixad
or ovar*lnfluancad by American tradition* In his act of violence ha
strikes back at bigotry and all tha things that conditioned him Into
what ha was* Himes* point Is basically that anything that dahumanixas
Is primitive* and tha racial attitudes of American society are symptoms
of a dahumanixad culture* Ha seams to say also that tha solution to
tha black man's "problem** does not Ha tdth tha white woman.
If He Hollers let Him Go shows tha subtle manner In which sax can
be used to express racial hatrad and prejudice* Bob Is crushed under
the weight of racial restrictions and faalsi
But I knew I would wake up someday and say to hall with
It* I didn't want to be tha biggest Negro who aver lived*
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neither Toussaint L'Ourverture nor Walter White. Because deep
Inside of ine« where the white folks couldn't see* It didn't
mean a thing. If you couldn't swing down Hollywood Boulevard
and know that you belongedi If you couldn't make a polite pass
at Lana Turner at Giro's without having the gendarmes beat the
black off you for getting out of your place} If you couldn't
eat a th1rty>do11ar dinner at a hotel without choking on the
Insults* being a great big 'Mister' nigger didn't mean a thing.
Anyone who wanted to could be n1gger«r1ch* nigger•Important*
have their Jim Crow religion* and go to nigger-heaven.
I'd settle for a leadership job at Atlas Shipyard—If I
could be a man* defined by Webster as a male human being.
That's all I'd ever wanted—just to be accepted as a man—with¬
out ambition* without distinction* either of race* creed* or
color} just a simple Joe walking down an American street* going
my simple way without any other Identifying characteristics but
weight* height* and gender.1
Jones' fiancee* Alice* Is a lighter-colored* educated woman who attempts
to help him reach a rational Interpretation of his condition. He later
loses Alice and becomes Involved w1th a trashy white female who both
despises and desires him. The climax of the story occurs when she locks
him In a room with her and screams rape—a scene often repeated In black
literature. Jones Is beaten and defeated and escapes only with his
life. He promises to enlist to avoid Imprisonment. Bob's principal
tormet Is that he Is acutely aware (Intellectually) of what Is happening
to him but cannot muster sufficient strength to save himself. Like
Jesse* he Is his own foil} he criticizes himself and berates himself
but can not get things to go. The Idea underscoring Scab's relationship
with the white woman Is not difficult to understand. Not only does white
society emasculate the black man* but It tends to* at the same time*
regard him as an envied synd>ol of sexual power from which the white woman
^Chester Himes* If He Hollers Let Him Go (New Yorki Ooubleday*
Doran* S- Con^>any* 1950)* p. 53.
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must be protected. Implicit here Is Himes' belief that the sexual
Insecurity of the white American male forces him to suppress the black
man In order to bolster his own feeble masculine ego.^
L1111an> who married Professor Taylor because he was educated,
hated him from their wedding night• Her constant attempts to humiliate
him and belittle him cause him to lose confidences
Deep In his heart he wanted to be a rdjel. Had he
ever become a hero In the eyes of his wife he might
have been a leader*^
Lillian has been reared In the tradition that color Is the yardstick
of human values. Being the 11ght«con^1ex1oned granddaughter of an
Irish overseer and Indian slave herself, she never lets her dark-skinned
husband forget his "Inferiority." For twenty-six miserable years until
his violent death. Professor Taylor never became her hero, and though
she bore him three children, she never was his wife. Himes' opinion
here Is that the unfortunate tradition and heritage that was Lillian
Taylor's destroys her family. Not only Is direct bigotry a threat to
the black man's well-being, but racist attitudes that have been Inherited
as well. The black man (represented both In Lillian the fool and Pro¬
fessor Taylor who Is at first a brute and a leader but later a "patient
sane, and enduring husband" who cannot stand up to his wife) then becomes
a threat to himself. His Inability to see his own virtue becomes a
destructive force.
Himes' conviction that the middle-class black or the Intelligent
^Hargolles, Native Sons, p. 90.
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Chester Himes, The Third Generation, p. II.
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black It advertaly affected by social abuse more so than the average,
poor, unintelligent black Is evident In his use of sensitive, articu*
late, mental characters* Since the aspirations and hopes of these
middle-class Intelligent blacks are similar to those of the white
bourgeoisie (Himes states that In a bourgeois society all groups make
an effort to be Identified with the dominant group), this particular
class of blacks Is more atmire of their frustrations and are amre often
Involved In situations In which their color Is a disadvantage* The more
acute his awareness, the more frequent will be his defeats and frustra¬
tion! and the more evident will be the psychological Impact of American
social abuse—he sees and knows but Is powerless to act* Himes' use of
the Intelligent protagonist also serves to emphasize his pessimistic
view of the black man In America—If the Intelligent, "professional"
black cannot conquer his enemies, then what chance do the majority of
poor blacks have? His Intelligent black too suggests that In a culture
In iuhlch less pressures were placed on the black man because of his color,
he could be successful* His condition Is pre-determlned by America*
lonely Crusade explores wartime exploitation of blacks by the
Conmunlst Party* This work Is not the only one by Himes which examines
the Influence of the Coiwmtnlsts on the black, but It treats the subject
extensively* Lee Gordon Is suspicious of meidbers of the Communist Party
and their dogma: "But he had such an antipathy for Conmunlsts he sus¬
pected hidden motives In anything one did for hlm*"^ When he was fired
^Chester Himes, Lonely Crusade* p* 34*
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from his Job as postal clerk, the Communists refused to have anything
to do with the case* Having been affiliated with Communists himself,
Himes was Intimately aware of the games they played with blacks* Lee
Gordon realizes that the Communists, parading as friends of the black
man, see the black man only as a tool with which they can extend their
own power* Lee suspects their hidden motives but Is forced, by systema¬
tized racism, to ask them for support* They refuse to even hear his
case*
The black-Jew relationship Is explored In Lonely Crusade* and Himes'
belief Is that Jewish merchants and landlords took advantage of Ignorant
blacks and misused them* The Jews, who were looked down upon by white
America and thereby should have been able to relate to and condalne
forces with blacks, were In contact with blacks and took advantage of
them* Zt Is for these reasons that the black man developed an unspoken
anti-Semitism and hold an Ingrown suspicion and resentment of the Jew*
Other themes are treated by Himes to a lesser degree* However, all




Himes' protagonists are complex and many*s1ded> Mhlle his minor
characters are types* JessOi Bob« and Lee emerge as real people—complex
and believable* Their actions are consistent with their characters and
their personalities are sufficiently defined to make apparent their
11kes» dlsllkest and motives* Their behavior following their Individual
crises Is understandable, and perhaps Inevitable, In view of the pre¬
ceding events*
These protagonists are developed Into psychological case studies*
With the exception of J«nes Monroe, Himes' heroes are black, educated,
articulate, and burdened by race prejudice* Because of their sensitivity
to their own racial heritage and to the racial heritage of white America,
they are usually withdrawn from the mainstream of American life* In
each novel, they serve to point out poignant facts about America and about
the black psyche* They fall to find meaning In themselves or In this
society} they see their on-coming destruction but are powerless to
counteract It, and are ultimately defeated by the burdens of class and
prejudice*
Lee Gordon Is a tormented and twisted personality* As a result of
his race and his presence In America, he has lost hope of ever enjoying
a sense of fulfillment as a man* His new Job at Comstock Corporation
13
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motiwntarlly dfspelt Ms apprehensions, and he, for a fleeting moment,
believes that he can at least be a husband to his wife Ruth. This
belief Is short lived. As early as page eight Himes foreshadows the
fact that these beliefs are without meaning. The narrator musesi
Awareness of his race began leaking Into his conscious*
ness. And when he boarded the streetcar crowded with
white Southern war workers that spring of 1943, being a
Negro Imposed a sense of handicap that Lee Gordon could not
overcom. He lost his brief happiness In the sea of white
faces.'
Gordon, like Bob Jones or Jesse, Is doomed from the beginning. He Is
doomed because he Is a product of America and a victim of his own
ancestral legacy. His attitudes have been shaped by his mere presence
In America and by his race**h1s family was forced to flee Pasadena
because Lee was curious about girls and hid In a locker room (that
happened to be occupied by white girls) to find out about themi the death
of his father (slain by tdilte policemen) was termed a "natural" mistake.
These Incidents help the reader to understand Gordon's motivations and
his attitudes toward his own situation.
Jesse stands out as a vivid example of the dehumanizing effects of
America on the black man. He Is drawn Into a more understandable
character than his white mistress, Kriss. His 1i)d>a1ance Is a product
of his background, and his bitterness stems from the failures and frus¬
trations of his own life. Jesse Is akin to Richard Wright's Bigger
Thomas In that he finds meaning In an act of violence. Jesse becomes an
enemy that strikes out at the primitive aspects of "civilized" tdiltes
who deny the black men his dignity.
^Chester Himes, Lonely Crusade, p. 8.
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Th« controlling fore* In the life of Bob Jones It rece^ end this
helps to explain his desire to harm anything that Is Mhite. He Is
obsessed by race snd his anxieties can be seen In his salty Insults
directed toward fa1r*sk1nned blacks* He believes and shows through his
actions that for a black nan to accept his race as an obstacle which he
cannot overcome Is degrading, and throughout most of the novel he fights
against the bias and Injustices directed toward him. Unfortunately, his
resistance Is not effective and not logical In many cases (he often
feels obligated to "shoot some peckerwood«-any peckerwood"}* Through
experience. Bob learns that his type of resistance Is self-destructive*
He decides to conform but Is framed and nearly sent to jail*
James Monroe Is more remembered because of his experiences as a
convict In an American prison then for his social or racial attitudes*
He Is white, educated, and his tenure In prison calls attention to the
dehumanizing effects of prison confinement* Until he meets Dido, another
prisoner, Monroe's life Is without purpose and his only ray of hope Is
that someday he will be free to join the outsicte world* The most notice¬
able change In his actions comes In his acceptance of Dido* At first he
strenuously rejects all advances of homosexual prisoners but there Is a
gradual, and believable, change In his attitude* The need for companion¬
ship and friends weakens his resistance, but he emerges as a strong-willed
character who Is not entirely defeated by his confinement In prison*
The 111 effects of prison life Is more evident In minor characters who
stand In contrast to Monroe*
Charles Taylor has been robbed of his will by a mother who possesses
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« distorted sense of values and a shame of being a black woman. His
life Is a catalogue of failures and obstructions, many of which are a
result of aspirations that have been blocked by color or by his mother's
neurotic behavior. In a sense he Is damned by his heritage, and his
mother's constant pushing produces within him a sense of guilt and failure
each time he does not live up to her expectations. He wallows In self-
pity and self-punishment* He looks back upon his failures as "Just
punishment from God." His succession of failures help to account for
the depth to which he sinks* His overwhelming sense of guilt (his
brother's blindness, his mother's neurosis, the separation of his parents,
his failure In school) makes his destruction Inevitable* He Is finally
drawn to alcohol and debauchery*
Himes' major characters are vividly drawn Individuals tdio. In the
writer's opinion, represent his major accomplishment as a novelist*
These characters are more than points of view for the reader to occupy
and. In most cases, their motives are clear* However, there Is a charac¬
teristic Incoherence In most of them that makes some of their actions
questionable* Bob Jones' fears are magnified to pathological Intensity*
Jones, although nearly breaking under the unbearable tensions of being
black. Is representative of the suffering and humiliation that being
black can dictate* Early In the novel It Is evident that Jones Is In e
near paranoid state of mind, and as e result, there Is no development or
progression In his character* As a consequence of this static state
and the endless series of disasters that he encounters, the novel becomes
rather tedious and the reader soon realizes that each Incident, no matter
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how promltlngy will only end In tragedy* Jones lives each moment at
the brink of violence* terrified of what others may do to him and of
what he feels about himself* He represents the ultimate In race con¬
sciousness—a sensitive black who cannot adjust to the bitter facts of
class and finally surrenders the control of his destiny to others*
Himes breathes life Into Jones but emphasizes his emotions and frustra¬
tions to the point of monstrosity* He Is a character not Intended to
represent or typify the "average black man of the 1940's but Intended
to reen^aslze tha Inability of the black man (not because of his per¬
sonal weaknesses but because of the limiting effects of race) to attain
success In this society*" Jones evolves Into a complex character even
though his obsession with race Is the most outstanding aspect of his
personality*
Lee Gordon Is educated* articulate* and sensitive but confused as
a thinker* Himes presents a miserable man who suffers most because of
the emasculating effects of race* He Is first seen exulting over his
new Jobt
But to Lee Gordon It /the new jo^ meant a new lease on
life* Not only did It mean the end of a longer bitter
search for dignified employment* but also vindication of
his conviction that a man did not have to accept employ¬
ment beneath his qualifications because his ^1n was
black* And In a very personal way It meant that he could
hope again to be a husband to his wlfe*^
Lee's happiness Is transient* The hostile faces on the streetcar* his
past experiences as a black* and his Inability to establish a relation¬
ship of mutual respect with his wife revive In him a fear of failure and
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and rejection that strangle "every noble purpose he ever had."
Himes uses his characters to clarify his Intellectual and moral
position. Jesse exemplifies Himes' point that anything that dehumanizes
Is primitive* and the racial attitudes of America are symptoms of a
dehumanized culture. Himes' naturalistic attitude prevails when the
reader realizes that Jesse* too (like Bob or Lillian)* holds a certain
attitude toward race* defeat* and the world as a result of background
experiences. The Bob Jones seen at the beginning of If He Hollers Is
the same Bob Jones seen at the end. He represents the helpless frus*
tratlons that result when one surrenders the control of his life to
another. Bob Is arragant but soon realizes his ability to act Is
hampered*-he cannot use his powers as a leaderman or as a man. He
represents the warping Influence that bitterness and hatred toward (and
from) whites can have for a black man. (This Idea anticipates James
Baldwin's Notes of a Native Son which sets forth the same Ideas con¬
cerning hatred.) It becomes evident that hatred can destroy the one
who hates as well as the one who Is hated. Examining Bob Jones* It Is
plausible that In a different environment he* and all those tike him*
would be able to lead a well-adjusted life.
Like Jones and Jesse* James Monroe does very little developing In
the course of the novel. He Is enveloped In numerous events at the
prison* but he refuses to be Involved by them. In this prison chronicle
Himes uses his characters to show the jungle-1Ike atmosphere and the
degenerating effects of prison life* and he does so In a ruthless*
unrelenting manner. Monroe* after being subjected to every conceivable
wrong that could exist* Is not overtaken. The most Important change In
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his personality occurs In his relationship with Dido* Below Is Monroe's
description of the relationship with Oldoi
But In that place of abnormality of body and mind
was something about his love for me that seemed to
transcend degeneracy and even attained# perhaps# a
touch of sacredness*'
The progression In Charles Taylor's character Is more evident than
that of Bob Jones or Lee Gordon* Early In his life he Is robbed of his
will* As a child he refused to cry uhen whipped* He simply hardened
and tied himself Into a knot after knot* He Is his mother's favorite
because he Is fa1r*sk1nned and her Influence over him evokes certain
rebellious and distorted behavior* He falls as a student and as a son#
he becomes Involved with prostitutes and gamblers# and he sees his
father murdered* Ironically# the death of his father severs the ties
that bound him to his mothers
He knew then In that Instant# that she had gone back
to his fatheri that she would belong to his father
now forever* He felt as If he had been cut In twof
as If a part of himself had been severed from himself
forever* But at that moment It did not hurt} the hurt
had not eoffle*2
In a moment of tragedy# Charles grows up* Passing a liquor store# he
knows "he didn't need a drink# would never need a drink again*" His
past coRws Into his consclousnesst
He found himself thiidcing of Will's accident* That
was the beginning# he thought! that was where It started*
He thought about It for a long time# from the perspective
of his horror! about his mother saying God was going to
punish him for acting ugly# and how he'd thought about .
God afterwards when It had been Will who'd been blinded*^
^Chester Himes# Cast the First Stone* p* 295*
^Chester Himes# The Third Generation, p* 328.
3lb1d*# p* 332*
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As he drifts into sleeps he symbolically whispersf "Good-bye^ Mama."
Himes develops him to the extent that the reader is« at last, led to
believe that he may escape the influence of his mother after all and
that he is now prepared to pursue a new course of action*
Himes' characters are presented objectively, and for the roost part
they represent deviant personalities, described by Himes as natural
products of circumstances in American life* His black male characters
can express their manhood in only the most elemental terms—through
sexual passion, through extreme physical activity—because any other
avenue of self-expression is closed to then* They are incapable of
establishing strong emotional bonds with their wivesi therefore, they
reach out for tenqx>rary, immediate satisfaction* If, therefore, the
reader finds Himes' characters irritating, it is inevitable* The ques¬
tions raised can only have answers that are serious and upsetting* Why
are black families so often disrupted? Why do many blacks have such
limited futures? Why do vthites set out to destroy blacks? What has
the black man done to deserve this treatment from society? And how can
he escape? Himes' characters answer these questions* And the answer
is always the same—racism* Because of racial conditions the black
family often could not exist as a unit* The black man, because he was
not allowed to become financially confortable, could not provide for his
family (often providing less support than his wife), and was thereby
unable to command respect from spouse or children* Racism operates to
disallow the black man anything but a servile position, and Himes ade¬
quately depicts this situation* He examines the black man's plight and
the result is an almost complete condemnation of America*
CHAPTER III
HIMES* STYLE
Himes describes certain events as hazy, uncertain, and unreal*
His style Is characteristically Journalistic, but there are times when
he becomes the painter of bold, vivid, and realistic pictures* His
style bears the Imprint of his age In that ha uses a naturalistic
approach which was common during the period tdien these novels were
written, and his style bears the Inq^rlnt of his own personality and
demonstrates his ability to adjust style to different situations and
different characters In order to achieve his pre-determlned purpose*
For the roost part, his artistry enables him to present realistic charac¬
ters In believable situations} however, there are situations which are
not clearly definable and characters who are not fully drawn*
Himes uses vocabulary to add an element of realism to his novels*
He avoids words and expressions which are not normally a part of the
average American's active vocabulary and adheres to a more down-to-earth
body of %«ords* The passage below Is representative of Himes and his
single, easy to understand vocabulary that could accurately be classified
as generalized American*
The gold-plated Swiss clock on the nightstand whirred
softly, cuddling the silence of the small dark room*
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A woman stirred tentatively on the three*quarter«s1ze
bed» flung a heavy bare arm searchingly across the
faded blue sheet*>
In the majority of Instances* Himes' sentences follow the pattern
of Informal standard English* but occasionally he varies sentence length
and Includes fragpnentary* jerky sentences to depict a certain atmosphere
or to show the emotional reactions of a character* For example* after
discovering that he has murdered Kriss* Jesse's terror Is painted Into
the lines as he gasps* "***have mercy on her* God***forg1ve her* God***
she was a good girl* God***we were the bastards***You've got to forgive
her* God****" Charles' anxiety Is evident In Himes' style as Charles
realizes his favorite brother Is about to make a dangerous mistaket
"Not the pestle! Charles was thinking* Not the pestle* Will***"
Kriss's rage Is apparent In the lines belowt
***she lurches to her feet and screamed at him hystericallyt
'niggers! niggersi niggers! All niggers! I'm sick to
death of niggers* I'm tired of you niggers a1%Miys whining
around me* I'm sick of all you niggers*^
Himes' narration Is often related In a highly descriptive prose-most
obviously apparent In The Third Generation as he* In the opening chapter*
describes the Taylor house and the surrounding area or Charles' feelings
after his father has been fatally stabbedi
Then he lodced at his father* His nude black body lay
passively on the white stretcher* almost as If resigned*
His eyes were closed and the deep lines about his mouth
and nose were relaxed* All the signs of frustration and
defeat had gone from his face and It was calm* There was a
great dignity In his calro*^




Himes' dialogue Is an authentic reproduction of the language that
might be used by real life people In the situations described by him.
His protagonists are generally educated and articulate. His Southern
belles are usually dun^, prejudiced^ and short sighted^ and these
qualities are evident In their speech. His laborers are generally
undereducated and Inclined toward low case humor* as might be expected.
His prisoners are bawdy* vulgar and their speech Is seasoned with pro¬
fanity and raw expressions. The dialogue between Kriss and Jesse Is
expertly handled to contribute to the logic and Internal harmony of the
novel. It nudces clear the animosities they feel for each other and
helps to prepare the reader for the tragic ending. Himes makes his
characters definable by their speech* and their speeches are handled so
that they are seldom out of character.
Despite the fact that Himes' novels have autobiographical bases* he
seldom Intrudes with moralizing and explaining. His characters speak
for themselves. He remains the objective reporter and imjch of what 1$
known about his characters springs from their actions and from what
other characters say about them. He relies* rather extensively* on die
streara-of-consciousness technique to reveal character. As Bdi Jones
speeds down the freeway we can see his thoughts unraveling In his head
to reveal his bitterness and hate. His confused and frustrated state of
mind becomes more evident as the reader suffers with him through a series
of tormenting dreams—dreams In which he Is being tortured or laughed
at by tdiltes. These dreams give the Impression that there Is no escape*
or even relief* from his racial condition. Likewise* Jesse's sleep Is
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haunted by nfghtimres* This technique creates a totality of effect*
and the dreams become symbolic of conqilete frustration and defeat*
These characters are unable to lead a normal uncoaq>Heated existence
dally* and their nights are fitful and unsatisfying*
Frequently* Himes will abandon his Journalistic style and develop
passages which are replete with Images and sensory details* One of his
most memorable scenes Is the one In which he describes the Taylors'
Journey from a train station to a small college town In Mississippi*
The excerpt that follows reveals his use of metaphors and similes to
create vivid word pictures that stir the Imaginatlont
They moved like a boat down a shallow river of darkness
beneath a narrow roof of fading twilight* As the road
deepened* roots of huge trees sprang naked from the bar^s
like horrible reptilian monsters* The mules moved down
the tunnel of darkness vritii surefooted confidence as If
they had eyes for the nlgjht* The road was like a canyon*
deep In the bowels of the Mrth* a%Miy from all life*'
This description foreshadows the son^er events that follow*
Another characteristic of Himes' style Is his frequent use of
symbolism* In If He Hollers Bob Jones emerges as a symbol of willingness
and helplessness* He wants to be successful at his work* he wants to
marry a woman who can be proud of him* he wants only to lead an existence
In vrhlch he goes his way and minds his own business} but he cannot escape
the circumstances of his life* Jones* too* Is symbolic of Himes' total
loss of confidence In America* He cannot succeed as a rebel or as a
conform1st*-h1s society will not allow It*
^Chester Himes* The Third Generation* p* 161*
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Himes' title. The Primitive* syndiolically refers to Jesse* Jesse
is Himes' representation of what happens as a result of influence from
this society* Kriss looks upon Jesse as crude and "primitive" without
realizing that he has been molded by his environment just as she* To
enhance this representation of Jesse as primitive, Himes has him commit
the primitive act of murder* From Jesse's actions and reactions, it is
evident to the reader that Kriss represents the white world and all ft
has done to him* His murdering her Is his way of striking back at
"primitive" America, which debased him and warped his personality*
Ironically, it becorass America that is primitive instead of Jesse*
Another symbol used in The Primitive is the moi^ey which forecasts
the news* Himes uses this precivilized, nonhtmian creature to synd>o1ize
the inherent character of the American society*
Though Himes has an adeptness for the documentary technique, his
works are saturated with poetic prose and picturesque language* Lonely
Crusade relates in graphic emotional details Hie emasculating effects
of racism, and TTie Third Generation is a gripping account of family dis¬
integration* The repetitions and catalogues in the passage below produce
a poetic quality seldom paralleled In naturalistic fictloni
He felt the blood of brackish bile drenching him in
shock* He was caught, anchored in paralysis, stripped
to his naked soul In a sudden world of no values, no
right, no wrong—his mother struck down by a sullen brute
and himself helpless in the flood of brackish bile*'
He frequently juxtaposes opposites and includes a high degree of phrases
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to enrich his descriptions and stimulate the reader's Imaginations
One moment. It was morning In the spring, taking his
breath In a burst of newness* And another, taps for
the dead, tearing out his heart. It was the merciless
cruelty of people, bruising his soul. And then a pas»
toral scene beside a waterfall, anointing his wounds*
It was the majestic march of mountains through his
heart, the laughter of ages In his throat, the roll of
man-made thunder In his stomach, a softly playing organ
In an empty church, and a baby crying In the night*^
Frequently, Himes Incorporates Irony and sarcastic humor* He
refers to Jackie as a "white, gentile soul" who Is outraged that the
Communists will sacrifice her to save a "nigger's" reputation, while Lee
Is described as an Idiot among Idiots*
Finally, Himes' novels range freely and expansively and he does not
Inqsose upon himself the kind of discipline of many novelists* He Is
aware of the stylistic function of symbolism and there are passages In
which the Irony Is extremely evident, but his novels are often struc¬
turally weak and ambiguous* Nevertheless, his works assert themselves
as Important—socially, historically, and artlstically—elements of
the black struggle In America*
EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
CoR^Itttfng • study of Hfmes# what can be said In tunmary? First
of a11> his works represent a study in vital humanity* His characters
move and 1ive« and the reader must share their experiences* Their
griefs* hopes* and defeats are comminicated to and involve the reader*
It is a tribute to a novelist to make his characters become alive and
contemporary* No American can read Himes without confronting incidents
similar to those of his own experiences*
Himes offended many* blacks as well as whites* for rather than
glorifying anyone's image* he examined what he saw and was critical* He
might be criticized for his Judgments* but the reader must confront at
all times the conditions thit produced such a writer«-a writer so com¬
pletely American—and in light of these conditions accept his presence
and his attitudes* His novels explain these conditions* and in doing
so* introduce Himes to America as a human fact*
Himes has often been criticized for the inclusion of so siany themes
in one work* Certainly* Lonely Crusade becomes structurally weak because
the reader must follow Lee Gordon through innumerable facets of American
life* However* the novel very cliwirly points out the many channels from
which an American black is discriminated* Escape is in^ssible* and
Himes proves this point by showing how all of Gordon's actions and dreams




Himes' works do not present solutions to the problems discussed*
Perhaps implied here is that to a nation whose Constitution offers a
feasible solution* this would be contemptible* America's ideology is
dedicated to human rights* and she houses some of the most brilliant
minds in the world-nninds able to nunfcer the stars and to calculate
the destruction of the earth<»»to offer America a solution would be pre*
sumptious*
Himes writes with insight and extensive knowledge* and his works
contain sufficient drmna to capture the average reader's interest*
Then* you might ask* 'Vhy is he not read?" According to Himes* most
Americans find his works offensive because they are unable to accept
vihat is revealed about them* He received bad revia«s and experienced
extreme difficulties with publishers* and in their infancy* his early
works were not generally accessible to the reading public* Xn recent
years* there has been a renewed interest in Himes (partly because of
the popularity of his detective stories and because the Black Awareness
movement inspired certain editors to re-examine him) and he is enjoying
a slowly increasing popularity in America*
So in conclusion it may be said of Himes that he taunts the minds
of men* His aim is simply to write the truth*
APPENDIX
SYNOPSES OF NOVELS INCLUDED IN STUDY
If He Hollers Let Him Go
Robert Jones awakens from a dream In which he Is being laughed at
by tdiltes because he had been seeking a job, any job, but was without
skill In any trade* He feels scared and has been feeling that way
since the war began (World War II)* He had left Cleveland In 1941
because he had been unable to find work and believed that conditions
would Improve once he reached Los Angeles* In spite of his racial
handicap, he has not done badly* He has had two years of college, has
landed a job as leadertaan with Atlas Shipyard, and has an adorable
fiancee, Alice*
Bob Is late for work but picks up a few riders enroute to work
and drives his car as If his life depends on It* Along the way he
swears, speeds, and tries to run down pedestrians* His crew of workers
(15 blacks) Is assigned to tiny, cramped quarters and to the worst jobs
Bob walks about the ship glaring at whites, especially a white blonde
named Madge who first gave him the same treatment* One of Bob's
workers needs an assistant and Madge Is given the assignment by her
white leaderman* When she learns that Bob will be her leaderman temper
arlly, she refuses to vrork for a "nigger*" Bob curses h^ and, conse¬
quently, Is demoted to mechanic, the duties of which he will assume In
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a week. He ts also told that he will lose his Job deferment and will
be reclassified In 1-A.
Bob's bitterness and frustration drives him mad. Alice tries to
persuade him to apologize to Madge and ask for his job back. Bob at
first refuses to accept Alice's suggestion but later decides that he
will conqpromise—he wilt ask Alice to marry him and try to be a success
In the white world. He goes to Madge's motel room. She allows him to
enter and tries to seduce him but he finds her despicable. She chal*
tenges him to rape her but he leaves Instead.
On the job the next day. Bob Is making his rounds and discovers
a closed door aboard the ship. He enters the darkened room and finds
that Madge Is there asleep. She awakens and restmies her attempt to
seduce Bob. They are Interrupted by noises from the outside and Madge
screams rape. Bob tries to explain but Is severely beaten by the white
workers and hustled, unconscious, off to jail. Within a few hours he
Is In the Army.
Lonely Crusade
Lee Gordon Is a union organizer at Comstock Aircraft Corporation.
After long unen^loyment, he feels that he can now fulfill his duties
as a husband and his wife, Ruth, can give up her job as social worker
at Jay Company. Lee feels less confident on the job when he finds him*
self groping for words In the presence of white workers. He feels
Inadequate.
Lee's troubles really begin In 1943 when he assumes his duties as
union organizer. He Is a college graduate of average Intelligence and
of basic honesty and Integrity, but his college degree has not enabled
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him to land a decent Job. He has refused to accept menial work and he
and his wife have lived In poverty. Gradually his confidence Is
weakened and his wife loses faith In h1m« though she continues to love
him. Lee blames his whole situation on racism.
Lee gets the job at Comstock not because he Is a trained union
organizer, not because he Is a member of the union (he Is not), but
because the union needs a black organizer. Lee accepts the job because
It Is a white-collar job—a job which he thinks might help restore his
sense of dignity. Lee soon realizes that Los Angeles Is not the place
to entertain such high hopes. The union cultivates him for political
purposes, and his employer Is friendly to him because he hopes to use
him against the Communists.
Lee sets out to organize the black workers. He has been warned
against the Cotnnunists but he falls for the bait at the first party he
attends. This bait Is Jackie, a white girl who Is doing her work for
the Party and Who pretends to forget that she Is white. Lee Imagines
that she understands him since Ruth does not. Through Jackie, Lee gets
Involved with the local Communists.
Lee's efforts as organizer are foiled on every hand, by the plant
management and Its deputies (who give Lee a brutal beating), and by the
Connunlst Party which tries to gain control of the union. Lee refuses
to sell out to either and Is finally destroyed by both. He Is double-
crossed by the Communists and Jackie hands him over to the police In an
effort to protect a black Communist who committed murder for money. The
union makes a last minute attempt to come to Lee's aid but there Is a
union demonstration which Interrupts Its efforts. During the demonstration.
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Lee breaks through police barricades, defying cries of "stop or I will
shoot," and grabs a fallen flag* He then "marches down the street,"
Cast the First Stone
The hero and narrator of Cast the First Stone is James Monroe, e
young white convict whose prison sentence is twenty years for robbery*
He enters the prison at nineteen years old and his sentence is under*
stood to be a raw deal representing "exemplary justice*" He is early
Introduced to the prison society and work routine* Largely through
transfers, Monroe is taken through every conceivable department of the
prison. What he encounters is revolting. The life of a prisoner is
shown to be routine, harshly disciplined, and monotonous*
Monroe's activity is without purpose and he only looks forward
to the far*off possibility that someday he may join the outside world*
His days are spent in the shadow of death**there are sadistic prison
guards, dangerous riots, and prisoners who place very little value on
another prisoner's life* The prison itself is designed to house 1800
inmates but 4000 men are living there* Monroe is surrounded by illness
of various sorts, perversion, gambling, gangland warfare, and wrongs
that he was not aware of In the outside world*
Monroe's life adds a new dimension when he meets a new inmate.
Dido* Dido is abnormal mentally and physically and rejected by most
of the other prisoners, but Monroe is sympathetic toward him and assumes
the role of Dido's protector* Monroe is unable to explain why he is
drawn to Dido, but he takes a new interest in himself and attributes
this to the presence of Dido* He resumes his short story writing under
Dido's "guidance," and they spend many treasured moments together*
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Thefr relationship Is marred by the fact that Monroe is to be granted
parole. Even though he has agreed to contact Dido's mother when he
is free and to stay in touch with Dido, this is not enough. Dido hangs
himself in his cell. Monroe is shaken by the incident but the possi>
bility of his freedom is a stronger force.
The Third Generation
The Taylor family is marked by suffering and destruction. Lillian
Taylor, the light-skinned granddaughter of an Irish overseer and Indian
slave, believes that color is the measure of human worth. She agrees
to marry Professor Taylor because he is educated and she thinks this
will enable them to live a comfortable middle-class life. On their
wedding nig^t Lillian is unable to consummate the marriage and is
brutally raped. Thereafter, for twenty-six years of marriage. Pro¬
fessor Taylor never gains her respect and support} she bears him three
children but is never his wife.
The Taylors have three sons, but most attention is centered around
the youngest son, Charles. Charles earns his mother's favor because he
is the fairest of her sons. Charles' favorite brother is William and
they enjoy a relationship of mutual love and respect. William is the
one person Charles genuinely admires. Their relationship is marred by
an accident that stemmed from their Interest in science. They had been
asked to perform an experiment at their father's commencement. Lillian
refuses to allow Charles to participate because he has disobeyed her.
During the demonstration there is an explosion and William is blinded.
Charles thinks that his participation could have avoided the accident}
he blmnes himself and his life is never the same. He feels that he.
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rather than Wlllfanif should have been the victim.
The family moves to Cleveland^ Ohio so that William can be near a
clinic. His blindness has marked the beginning of the disintegration
of the Taylor household. The oldest son drifts away from the family
when he goes away to school. William adjusts to his blindness* has
many friends* and Is relatively happy. The real problem Is Charles.
Charles' life Is scarred by failure after failure. He harbors a
guilt ridden conscience because of his brother's blindness. He loses
Interest In school %«ork and* after two years of college* drops out.
He gets a Job at a hotel* and after a few days of work falls down an
elevator shaft and Is seriously Injured. There Is a bitter court dis*
pute tdien Lillian decides that she and Professor Taylor must be
separated.
Charles tries to suppress his worries with alcohol and riotous
living but only brings aiare heartache to his family and to himself. He
gets drunk and makes a late night visit to his mother's apartment. She
Is away at the time* but upon returning learns of her son's visit and
emotional condition and decides to find him. She goes to Professor
Taylor's room and together they set out In search of their son. When
they find him at a drinking house* Lillian berates Charles and his com¬
panions. One companion raises his hand to strike Lillian and as
Professor Taylor attempts to protect her* he Is fatally stabbed. Charles
Is Indirectly responsible for the death of his father.
The Primitive
Kriss and Jesse are two lonely people. She holds an Important
position as a social worker at India Institute but considers herself a
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failure as a woman because she has no one to share her bed* Jesse Is
a writer by profession but earns his living however he can.
Jesse has returned to New York after seven years and gets a small
room at a boarding house* He Is lonely and decides to call Kriss whom
he has not seen for more than seven years* He v1 si ts her apartoent and
begins a party of several hours that ends In Kriss* death*
Kriss and Jesse talk about themselves but most of their time Is
spent drinking and making love. Kriss* friends begin to drop by and the
party begins to grow* The guests seem to bring to the surface the ani¬
mosity that Kriss and Jesse feel for each other* Their hatred stems
from the fact that she Is white and he Is black* They are constantly
shouting racial Insults*
After all guests have departedt Kriss calls Jesse Insulting names
and he apparently kills her while In a state of rage* The curtain falls
on his calling the police to report the Incident*
CHRONOLOGY OF HIMES' WORKS
1932 Short Stories, Abbott's Monthly*
1933 "The Bronzemen".
1933 Short Stories, the Atlente Delly World end the
Pittsburgh Courier«
1934-1937 Short Stories, Esquire»
1939 'This Cleveland," the Cleveland Dally News*
1940-1947 Short Stories and Articles, The Crisis and Opportunity*









If He Hollers Let Him Go* Doubleday, Doran 6 Company*
Lonely Crusade* Alfred A* Knopf, Inc*
Cast the First Stone. CoMard-McCann*
The Third Generation* World Publishing Company*
The Primitive. New American Library*
A Case of Rape/ Une Affaire de Viol (published only
In France, Editions les Yeux Ouverts*
Pinktoes* Olympia Press, Paris; 19651 G* Putnam's
Sons, New York*
Harlem Domestic Detective Stories
(The following stories, with the exception of the last one, were all
originally published In France* Therefore the Paris publisher and French
title are listed first*)
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1957 La Relne des Pcnnmes« winner of 'Me Prix du Roman
Policier" for France in 1958, Serie Noire-Gallimard}
I959t For Love of Imabelle, Gold Medal Books| 1964i
A Rage in Harlem, Avon Books*
1958 II Pleut des Cours Ours, Serie Noire-Gallimardi 1959*
The Real Cool Killers. Avon Books* 1956* Berkley Books*
1958 Couche dans 1e Pain* Serie Noire<-Ga1 llmardf 1960*
The Crazy Kill, Avon Books* 1966* Berkley Books*
1959 Dare Dare, Serie Noire«Ga11imard* 1968i Run Man Run*
G* P* Putnam's Sons* 1969* reprinted by Dell Publishing
Company*
1959 Tout pour Plaire* Serie Noire-6a1limard* I960* The Big
Gold Dream. Avon Books, 1966* Berkley Books*
1960 Imbroglio Negro. Serie Noire-Gallimard* 1962* All Shut
Up, Avon Books* 1966* Berkley Books*
1961 Ne Nous Everons Pas* Serie Noire*Ga1limard* 1967*
The Heat's On, G* P* Putnam's Sons* 1968* reprinted
by Dell Publishing Company*
1963 Retour en Afrigue, Librarie Plon* I9661 Cotton Comes
to Harlem, G* P* Putnam's Sons* 1967* reprinted by
Dell Publishing Company*
1969 Blind Man with a Pistol. William Morrow 6 Company, Inc*
Autobiography
1972 The Quality of Hurt* Doubleday and Coeq^any*
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